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Abstract: The concept of automatic generation control has an immense role in providing quality
power in an interconnected system. To obtain quality power by controlling the oscillations of
frequency and tie-line power, a proper controller design is necessary. So, an innovative endeavor
has been undertaken to enforce a two-stage controller with the amalgamation of a proportional-
derivative with filter (PDN) (integer-order) and a fractional order integral-derivative (FOID), i.e.,
PDN(FOID). In an effort to acquire the controller’s gains and parameters, a bio-inspired meta-heuristic
spotted hyena optimizer is applied. Various examinations manifest the excellence of PDN(FOID)
over other controllers such as integral, proportional–integral, proportional–integral-derivative filter,
and fractional order PID from perspectives concerning the diminished amount of peak anomaly
oscillations, and the instant of settling for a three-area system. The system includes thermal–bio-
diesel in area-1; a thermal–geothermal power plant in area-2; and a thermal–split-shaft gas turbine
in area-3. It is also observed that the presence of renewable sources such as wave power plants and
photovoltaics makes the system significantly better compared to the base system, when assessed
individually or both together. Action in a combination of capacitive energy storage with duple
compensation is also examined using the PDN(FOID) controller, which provides a noteworthy
outcome in dynamic performance. Moreover, PDN(FOID) parameter values at a nominal condition
are appropriate for the random patterns of disturbance needed for optimization.

Keywords: Archimedes wave energy conversion; automatic generation control; bio-diesel plant; ca-
pacitive energy storage; geothermal power plant; PDN(FOID) controller; PV; spotted hyena optimizer;
wave power plant

1. Introduction

The principle of automatic generation control (AGC) is to maintain the balance be-
tween power generation and power demand along with losses [1–3]. If this equilibrium
is not maintained then it will lead to excessive fluctuations from the nominal values of
frequency and tie-line power connecting areas. Back in earlier days, most of the literature in
AGC learning highlighted work in isolated systems [4–6]. Later works were reported on in-
terconnected systems for two-area, and even five-area, thermal systems [7–12]. Nowadays,
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the literature reflects the usage of multiple sources as generating units such as hydro, gas,
and diesel along with thermal as a base generating unit [13–16]. However, far fewer works
have been reported on another form of gas turbine, which is the split-shaft gas turbine (Ss
(GT)) [17]. So, many studies can be conducted on thermal-Ss (GT) systems.

The increasing use of the same conventional sources is extensively depleting them.
Conventional sources also affect the environment with their many by-products, which
calls for the association of renewable sources with conventional means. The most common
forms of renewable sources that are readily available are solar and wind. Many works have
been reported in the literature about the involvement of solar and wind in AGC learning
in a single area as well as in interconnected systems. Arya [18] reported on the use of
a photovoltaic (PV) system in a hydro-thermal system. In addition to these, geothermal
and bio-diesel are also coming into the picture. Geothermal energy is a type of thermal
energy that is stored by the earth itself. Thus, this type of energy can be extracted from the
earth’s crust. Tasnin et al. [19] reported on the application of geothermal in AGC learning.
Bio-diesel plants utilize bio-diesel to drive generators. Bio-diesel is produced from oil that
has been extracted from various plants such as sunflower, palm, or soybean. The most
common form is the use of palm oil. Bio-diesel is a type of renewable fuel. Barik et al. [20]
highlighted the use of bio-diesel in an isolated system. In addition, wave power plants
(WavePPts) have found minimal consideration in AGC. WavePPts have Archimedes energy
translation parts that convert wave energy into electrical energy. Hasanien et al. [21] united
a WavePPt with AGC knowledge for a dual-arena thermal scheme. The amalgamation
of a geothermal power plant (GPP) and a bio-diesel plant along with a WavePPt and
photovoltaic (PV) in AGC learning has not yet been reflected in the literature. Thus, a
thermal-Ss (GT) system incorporating GPP, bio-diesel, a WavePPt, and PV calls for further
extensive assessments.

The perception of AGC leads to a great effort to decrease the anomaly of frequency
along with tie-line power, interlinking diverse areas from their basic value. However,
periodically, a state may ascend when oscillations grow to an excessive amount so that
a scheme might bring uncertainty. In this circumstance, if the scheme is involved with
an energy storage unit, such as capacitive energy storage (CES), then it can avoid such an
alteration. As such, CES will draw an extra amount of power, which indicates less usage
of kinetic energy to subdue small load needs. CES [22] has found its application in AGC
learning. It can be used in the existence of duple compensation or in the absence. The
influence of the contrast of CES with/without duple compensation on scheme dynamics is
hitherto to be discovered.

In the scheme of AGC knowledge, there is a dual diverse sort of control similar to a
primary control and subordinate control. A major consideration in AGC knowledge con-
cerning control is the appropriate choice of secondary controllers. Numerous categories
of subordinate controllers such as integer order (InO), fractional order (FrO), and cascade
controllers are described in the literature associated with AGC. Diverse authors have de-
scribed numerous InO controllers, such as integral (I) [23], proportional–integral (PI) [24], and
proportional–integral-derivative with filter (PIDN) [25], in AGC. Dual [26] or trio [27] higher
grade of freedom subordinate controllers have also been examined in this arena of learning,
and correspond to the InO sort. The few FrO controllers, which initiate its application, are
FOPI [28] and FOPIDN [29]. The AGC knowledge literature reflects the practice of InO order
two-stage controllers PD-PID [30], and FrO two-stage controllers FOPI-FOPD [19], as well as
a grouping of InO and FrO controllers (PIDN-FOPD) [31]. A dual-stage controller with the
amalgamation of InO PDN with FrO FOID, termed PDN(FOID), is never hitherto specified
in AGC works. Furthermore, the utilization of the PDN(FOID) subordinate controller in this
trio-area thermal–bio-diesel–GPP-Ss (GT) scheme along with WavePPt, PV, and CES has not
been stated beforehand, so it claims the necessity of examination.

The performance of each subservient controller is exceptionally solitary if the finest
amount of gain and related constraints are appropriately favored. These could be executed
with the assistance of typical or optimization measures. However, the usage of typical
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methods such as straight pursuit, arbitrary pursuit, incline pursuit, and numerous others is
pretty arduous and delivers substandard consequences, as well as craving a great number
of repetitions to deliver outcomes. The optimization procedures that have previously
been found in AGC knowledge are whale optimization algorithm (WOA) [17], bacterial
foraging optimization (BFO) [24], cuckoo search (CS) [26], differential evolution (DE) [32],
particle swarm optimization (PSO) [33], firefly algorithm (FA) [34], grey wolf optimization
(GWO) [35], imperialist competitive algorithm (ICA) [36], flower pollination algorithm
(FPA) [37], honey badger algorithm [38], AdaBoost algorithm [39], and improved moth-
flame algorithm [40]. A newly developed bio-inspired meta-heuristic algorithm titled
spotted hyena optimizer (SHO) [41] is obtainable from the literature. SHO was established
from the behavioral nature of spotted hyenas, which portrays the social bond between the
spotted hyena and their collaborative deeds. To our great surprise, the implementation
of SHO has not been identified in AGC learning for its ability to obtain the best values of
controller gains and parameters, and this demands a complete investigation.

With reference to the above-mentioned discussions, the prime purpose of the present
article is as follows:

(a) Formulation of a three-area scheme with a thermal–bio-diesel in area-1, thermal–GPP
in area-2, and thermal–Ss (GT) in area-3;

(b) The gains of I/PI/PIDN/PDN(FOID) are simultaneously optimized individually
using the SHO algorithm in order to obtain an excellent controller;

(c) The scheme stated in (a) is combined with WavePPt in area-1, and its impact on the
system dynamics is assessed;

(d) The scheme stated in (a) is combined with PV in area-3, and its impact on the system
dynamics is assessed;

(e) The scheme stated in (a) is combined with WavePPt in area-1 and PV in area-3 together,
and their impact on the system dynamics is assessed;

(f) The scheme stated in (e) is combined with CES with/without duple compensation
separately, and their impact on the system dynamics is studied on an individual basis;

(g) Sensitivity investigation is undertaken to examine the toughness of the superlative
‘controller’s gains when subjected to a random pattern of load disturbance.

For ease of understanding, the present article is schematically represented in Figure 1.
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2. Structure Portrayal
2.1. Overall Portrayal of Structure

A trio-area scheme of uneven sort is contemplated for scrutiny, confining the area
size ratio in the arrangement of 2:3:4. The scheme encompasses a bio-diesel–thermal plant
in area-1. In the same manner, thermal–geothermal power plants (GPP) in area-2, and
thermal–split-shaft gas turbine (Ss (GT)) in area-3. The parameters values are provided in
Appendix A. Typical diesel plants are currently being substituted by bio-diesel plants since
they are nonpoisonous, as well being ecologically friendly, and pretty bulky with curtailed
viscidity; additionally, they emit a relatively small amount of carbon monoxide. Thus, they
could be employed as a reserve for power origination. The following comprises the valve
controller and ignition engine. The first order transfer functions (Tfn) of the valve controller
and ignition engine of a bio-diesel plant are detailed by (1) and (2) on an individual basis.

T f Bio−diesel
valve regulator =

KVR

1 + sTVR , (1)

KVR and TVR are the bio-diesel plant valve regulator’s gain and time constants individually.

T f Bio−diesel
Combustion engine =

KCE

1 + sTCE (2)

KCE and TCE are the bio-diesel plant combustion engine’s gain and time constants individually.
Geothermal energy is a potential renewable source (RWS) of energy where under-

ground thermal energy is transformed into electricity. The Tfn modeling of GPP is similar
to thermal plants, but it does not have a boiler for reheating steam [19]. The first order Tfn
of the governor and turbine of GPP is given by (3) and (4), respectively.

T fn
GGPP =

1
1 + sGGPP , (3)

T fn
TGPP =

1
1 + sTGPP (4)

GGPP and TGPP are varied constants of GPP, independently. These values are obtained
by the optimization technique SHO within the prescribed limits [19]. The participation
factors (pf) of each generating unit of the respective areas are pf 11 = 0.7, pf 12 = 0.3 in area-1;
pf 21 = 0.6, pf 22 = 0.4 in area-2; and pf 31 = 0.65, pf 32 = 0.35 in area-3. This is supposed to
be scheme-1. Afterward, the structure is unified with a wave power plant (WavePPt) in
area-1. This is supposed to be scheme-2. Afterward, structure-1 will be involved with the
photovoltaic (PV) system in arena-3. This is scheme-3. Next, both the WavePPt and PV are
integrated into scheme-1 with the WavePPt in area-1 and PV in area-3. This is scheme-4.
When the WavePPt and PV are both present in the system, then the pf ’s are: pf 11 = 0.7,
pf 12 = 0.3 in arena-1; pf 21 = 0.6, pf 22 = 0.4 in arena-2; and pf 31 = 0.5, pf 32 = 0.3, and pf 33 = 0.2
in arena-3. After that, the energy storing component, namely, capacitive energy storage
(CES) is included in all areas. This is treated as scheme-5. Again, structure-5 is provided
with CES having duple compensation in all areas. This is scheme-6. The representation
and transfer function (Tfn) model of the arrangements is replicated in Figure 2. The Tfn
model of Ss (GT) is obtained from [17]. The elementary values of structure parameters are
specified in the addendum. The best values of controller gains and correlated constraints
are attained with the assistance of the spotted hyena optimizer algorithm by taking into
account the integral squared error as a performance index (PiISE) specified by (5)

PiISE =
∫ T

0

{
(∆ f1)

2 + (∆ f2)
2 + (∆ f3)

2 +
(
∆Ptie1−2

)2
+
(
∆Ptie2−3

)2
+
(
∆Ptie1−3

)2
}

dt. (5)
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2.2. RWS—Wave Power Plant (WavePPt)

The power of the WavePPt is attained from sea surf. For accomplishing this rendition,
Archimedes-wave swing (AdWS), which is a sort of translation segment pooled with
a permanent magnet synchronous generator (PtMSg), converts sea surf mechanical to
electrical energy. The Tfn of AdWS attached to PtMSg is established. Here, the WavePPt is
unified to area-1 through the assistance of a Converter|generator sideways/grid sideways
inverter. All components of studied system were modelled MATLAB R2020a software. The
converter present near a generator is employed in order to attain situations of extreme
power point trailing. Mutually, the converter and inverter are intended for a gain value of 1
and a period constant of 0.01 s. The first order Tfn prototype of AdWS of the WavePPt is
specified by (6)

T f nPPtAWS
Wave =

KWave
PPtAWS

1 + sTWavePPtAWS

, (6)

KWave
PPtAWS and TWave

PPtAWS are the gain and time constants of the AdWS of the WavePPt,
respectively.

2.3. Energy Storage Device—Capacitive Energy Storage (CES)

An energy storage device such as a capacitive energy storage device (CES) is equipment
that usually employs a capacitor for storage along with a power adaptation segment,
which is connected to the AC network with the assistance of a rectifier/inverter. The
CES unit responds instantly to the system in the case of instant recurrent or current drift.
Subsequently, any manner of unpredictability is moderated; CES yet again reestablishes the
initial voltage amount in the plates of the capacitor by employing the additional energy
obtainable in the scheme.

The Tfn of CES is specified by (7)

T f nCES =
KCES

1 + sTCES , (7)

KCES is the gain and TCES are the time constants of CES.
The CES plays the role of a frequency mediator in the case of a twofold compensation

technique. The additive revision in power yield of CES with twofold compensation is
detailed by (8)

∆PCES(duple compensation) =

[
KCES(duple compensation)

1 + sTCES(duple compensation)

][
1 + sT1

1 + sT2

][
1 + sT3

1 + sT4

]
∆ fi(s), (8)

KCES(duple compensation) and TCES(duple compensation) are the CES with duple compensation gain and
time constants, individually. T1, T2, T3, and T4 are varied time factors of the recompensed
segment of CES.

3. The Proposed Approach
3.1. Problem Declaration

The emphasis of the present learning is on the frequency excursion approach with the
utilization of an innovative metaheuristic method to optimize the InO and FrO amalga-
mated controller in a renewable source integrated power system structure. The main aim
is to obtain a zero error for aberration in frequency and tie-line power by interconnecting
different areas using a suitable control input.

3.2. Commended Controller

The commended controller is an aggregate of integer order (InO) together through
a fractional order (FrO) controller. The commended controller is an I/O proportional-
derivative with filter (PDN) with FrO integral-derivative (FOID), hence, PDN(FOID). The
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arrangement of PDN(FOID) is substantiated in Figure 3. Segment-1 (B1) and Segment-2
(B2) are the layouts of PDN and FOID one-to-one. Rsi (s) is the antecedent signal and Osi (s)
is the outcome signal for the PDN(FOID) controller. The Trfn of B1i (s) is manifested by (9)

B1i(s) =
KPis + KDi Ni

(s + Ni)
. (9)
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The InO proportional gain is symbolized as KPi and the derivative gain as KDi for the
i-th suggested area, Ni is PDN controller’s filter. Summarization of Riemann–Liouville for
the FrO integrator and derivative are obtainable from (10) and (11) [42–44]

αD−α
t f (t) =

1
Γ(n)

t∫
α

(t− τ)α−1 f (τ)dτ, n−1 ≤ α < n, n is an integer (10)

αDα
t f (t) =

1
Γ(n− α)

dn

dtn

t∫
α

(t− τ)n−α−1 f (τ)dτ (11)

αDα
t is the fractional operator, and Γ(.) is the Euler’s gamma function. The alteration of the

Fro integral and derivative in the Laplace domain is given by (12)

L{αDα
t f (t)} = sαF(s)−

n−1

∑
k=0

skαDα−k−1
t f (t)|t=0 (12)

The detriment of boundless computation of poles and zeros by virtue of absolute
resemblance is manifested by Oustaloup, Mathieu, and Lanusse (1995) [45]. Here, a conve-
nient Trfn is propounded that can approximate FrO derivatives together with integrators
by dint of recursive distribution around poles and zeros substantiated by (13)

sα = K
M

∏
n=1

1 +
(

s
ωZ,n

)
1 +

(
s

ωp,n

) (13)

Suppose, attuned gain K = 1, gain = 0 dB through 1 rad/s frequency, M = Count of
poles along with zeros (fixed beforehand), and frequencies choice for poles and zeros are
manifested by (14)–(18).

ωZ,l = ωl
√

n (14)

ωp,n = ωZ,nε, n = 1, . . . , M (15)
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ωZ,n+1 = ωp,n
√

η (16)

ε =

(
ωh
ωl

) v
M

(17)

η =

(
ωn

ωl

) (1−v)
M

(18)

The Trfn of B2i (s) is manifested by (19).

B2i(s) =
KFIi

sλi
+ sµi KFDi (19)

In the above expressions, λ is the FrO integrator’s fragment and µ is the FrO deriva-
tive’s fragment. KFIi is the FrO’s integral fragment gain, and KFDi is the FrO’s derivative
fragment gain of the suggested area.

3.3. Objective Function

The main purpose of the controller design is the proper optimization task including
the minimization of a particular cost function considering the constraints of controller
gains and parameters with its confines. Here, in the present AGC learning, an integral
squared error (ISE) is involved as the cost function. The mathematical expression of ISE as
a performance index is provided by (20).

PiISE =
∫ T

0

{
(∆ fi)

2 +
(

∆Ptiei−j

)2
}

dt. (20)

Here, i and j are number of areas, where i = 1, 2, 3, and i 6= j.
In (20), the independent variables are KP, KD, N, KFI, λ, KFD, and µ, and the assumed

constraints are provided in (21).

Kmin
P ≤ KP ≤ Kmax

P , Kmin
D ≤ KD ≤ Kmax

D , Nmin ≤ N ≤ Nmax, Kmin
FI ≤ KFI ≤ Kmax

FI , λmin ≤ λ ≤ λmax, Kmin
FD ≤

KFD ≤ Kmax
FD , µmin ≤ µ ≤ µmax (21)

4. Spotted Hyena Optimizer

Spotted Hyenas Optimizers (SHOs) are known as competent chasers. They are the
bulkiest of the hyena breed. The spotted hyenas are also renowned as laughing hyenas
since they sound like humans laughing. They are highly complex, brainy, and hugely
communal creatures. The SHs trail their victims by their vision, auditory, and odor features.
This nature of SH inspired Dhiman et al. [41] to develop the meta-heuristic algorithm SHO.
The authors have outlined the mathematical design of the communal acquaintance of SH
and collegial agility to undergo optimization. The trio events allied with SHO are tracking
down capture, encompassing, and conspicuous capture.

1. Encompassing capture: To develop the numerical prototype, it is assumed that the
present finest contender is the destined capture, which is closest to the optimum given
that the chase arena was not known previously. The remaining chase agents will seek
to renew their spot with reference to the response of the finest contender about the
finest location. The numerical prototype is manifested by (22) and (23)

→
Dh =

∣∣∣∣→B ·→P p(x)− P(x)
∣∣∣∣ (22)

→
P(x + 1) =

→
P p(x)−

→
E ·
→
Dh (23)
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In the above expressions,
→
Dh is the stretch between the Pr of the hunt, and

→
P is the

spot vector of SH.
→
B and

→
E are computed as in (24)–(26)

→
B = 2r

→
d 1 (24)

→
B = 2

→
h r
→
d 2 −

→
h (25)

→
h = 5−

(
iteration ∗

(
5

maxiteration

))
, iteration = 1, 2, 3 . . . , maxiteration (26)

For appropriately corresponding the exploration and exploitation,
→
h in straight line

declined from 5 to 0 over the duration of the maximum iteration. Additionally, this
execution indorses extra exploitation as the count value rises. However,

→
r d1 and

→
r d2

are arbitrary vectors within [0, 1].
2. Trapping: In order to characterize the conduct of SH numerically, it is assumed that

the finest chase agent has information regarding the spot of the hunt. The remaining
chase agents form groups toward the finest chase agent and save the finest results
attained so far to restore their spots according to the following Equations (27)–(29)

→
Dh =

∣∣∣∣→B ·→Ph(x)− P(x)
∣∣∣∣ (27)

→
Pk =

→
Ph −

→
E ·
→
Dh (28)

→
Ch =

→
Pk +

→
Pk+1 + . . . .+

→
Pk+N (29)

→
Ph describes the spot of initial finest SH, and

→
Pk describes the spot of further SH. At

this time, N designates the figure of SH, which is figured as follows:

N = countnos(
→
Ph,

→
Ph+1,

→
Ph+2, . . . , (

→
Ph +

→
M)) (30)

→
M is the arbitrary vector in [0.5, 1], the numbers outline the figure of the results

and the totality of all the contender results, afterward adding
→
M, which is far from

comparable to the finest ideal result in the specified hunt space, and
→
Ch, which is an

assembly of N figure of ideal results.
3. Encroaching hunt (exploitation): To numerically model for invading the hunt, the

→
h value is lessened. The disparity in

→
E is also reduced from 5 to 0 in due course of

the count. |E| < 1 forces the assembly of SH to attack on the way to the hunt. The
numerical design for invading the hunt is

→
P(x + 1) =

ch
N

(31)

→
P(x + 1) stores the finest result and revises the spot of further chase agents as per the
spot of the finest chase agent.

4. Hunt for target (exploration): SH mostly chase the hunt, as per the spot of the assembly

of the SH that exist in
→
Ch. They shift apart from one another to chase and to combat

for the hunt. Then, they utilize
→
E with arbitrary values >1 or <−1 to compel the chase

agents to shift far away from the hunt. This mechanism permits the SHO algorithm to
hunt in a wide-reaching manner. The SHO’s flowchart is provided in Figure 4.
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5. Methodology

A three-area system with a capacity ratio of 2:3:4 is considered for investigation.
The investigated system comprises of thermal, bio-diesel, and wave power plant in area-
1; thermal and geothermal power plant in area-2; and thermal, split-shaft gas turbine,
and solar photovoltaic in area-3. System is also incorporated with an energy storage
device. Investigations are carried out considering PDN(FOID) controller whose parameters
are obtained by the SHO method with ISE as the performance index. The optimization
technique is coded in MATLAB R2022a software, and the investigated system is modeled
in Simulink with the FOMCON toolbox.

Studies are carried out for: (1) selection of best controller; (2) selection of appropriate
performance index; (3) selection of best optimization method; (4) influence of wave power
plant, PV, individually and both together; (5) influence of CES with or without duple
compensation; (6) sensitivity assessment.

6. Outcomes and Valuation
6.1. Evaluation of Dynamic Outcome for the Choice of Superlative Controller

The scheme under evaluation embraces thermal including bio-diesel in area-1, GPP
along with thermal in area-2, and Ss (GT) along with thermal in area-3 (Scheme-1). This
scheme is familiarized with I/PI/PIDN/FOPID/PDN(FOID) controllers on a specific base.
Evaluation is accomplished considering a 1% disturbance of the step content in area-1.
The finest obtainable values of individual controller gains and related parameters are
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attained by employing SHO by means of PiISE. The scheme is initially familiarized through
a I controller to attain its gain values and also the parameters of GPP using SHO. The
governor and turbine time constants obtained are 0.1 s, respectively. These values of
GGPP and TGPP are kept the same for the remainder of the work. Subsequently, PI, PIDN,
and FOPID in addition to PDN(FOID) controllers are cast off independently. The finest
conceivable values are assembled in Table 1, and dynamic outcomes are associated, as
revealed in Figure 5. Significant interpretation of each outcome articulates around the
fineness of the PDN(FOID) overtop additional controllers concerning the diminished stage
of peak_overshoot (Pk_O), extent-of-oscillations, and peak_undershoot (Pk_U), besides
the duration of settling (S_Time). Thus, it is revealed that the SHO-optimized PDN(FOID)
controller outperforms other controllers in terms of lessened Pk_O (∆f 1 = 0.0007 Hz,
∆f 2 = 0 Hz, ∆Ptie1–2 = 0 Hz, and ∆Ptie1–3 = 0 Hz), Pk_U (∆f 1 = 0.0112 Hz, ∆f 2 = 0.0038 Hz,
∆Ptie1-2 = 0.0039 Hz, and ∆Ptie1-3 = 0.0039 Hz), and S_Time (∆f 1 = 25.81 s, ∆f 2 = 35.31 s,
∆Ptie1–2 = 21.71 s, and ∆Ptie1–3 = 21.04 s). In Table 2, the matching outcomes of Pk_O, Pk_U,
and S_Time values are recorded, which imitates the improved conduct of the PDN(FOID)
overtop remainder of the subordinate controllers.
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Figure 5. Evaluation of outcomes of subordinate controllers for scheme-1 for 1% step load disorder
contrast time: (a) Anomaly of frequency of area-1, (b) Anomaly of frequency of area-2, (c) Anomaly
of Tie-line power interlinking area-1 and area-2, (d) Anomaly of Tie-line power interlinking area-1
and area-3.
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Table 1. Finest values of gains and related parameters of subordinate controllers for scheme-1.

Name of
Controllers

Corresponding Gains and
Correlated Parameters Area-1 Area-2 Area-3

I KIi * 0.9885 0.9897 0.9876

PI
KPi * 0.3565 0.5533 0.5538
KIi * 0.4745 0.6497 0.7584

PIDN

KPi * 0.6975 0.9728 0.9739
KIi * 0.5982 0.9836 0.9878
KDi * 0.6315 0.3140 0.3041
Ni * 10.77 11.41 11.25

FOPID

KFPi * 0.0094 0.0095 0.0096
KFIi * 0.3765 0.8354 0.9379

λi 1.4352 1.1876 1.1587
KFDi * 0.4549 0.6357 0.5366

µi * 1.0477 0.0768 0.1585

PDN(FOID)

KPi * 0.8686 0.5188 0.6875
KDi * 0.5796 0.7362 0.9421
Ni * 55.58 68.83 79.77

KFIi * 0.9976 0.9041 0.7454
λi * 1.0099 0.9454 0.9710

KFDi * 0.8508 0.8261 0.8554
µi * 0.7853 0.2804 0.7216

* Signify the optimum values.

Table 2. Peak anomaly and duration of settling for outcomes in Figure 5 in the case of system-1
employing SHO-optimized I/PI/PIDN/FOPID/PDN(FOID) controllers.

Responses Name of
Controllers Pk_O Pk_U S_Time

(in Seconds)

∆f 1 (Figure 5a)

I 0.0103 0.0191 39.42
PI 0.0092 0.0186 35.53

PIDN 0.0051 0.0156 31.42
FOPID 0.0045 0.0113 27.84

PDN(FOID) 0.0007 0.0112 25.81

∆f 2 (Figure 5b)

I 0.0021 0.0048 43.52
PI 0.0008 0.0051 42.23

PIDN 0.0001 0.0045 39.63
FOPID 0.0006 0.0041 39.97

PDN(FOID) 0 0.0038 35.31

∆Ptie1–2
(Figure 5c)

I 0.0001 0.0059 39.45
PI 0 0.0057 39.41

PIDN 0 0.0044 34.24
FOPID 0.0008 0.0041 33.87

PDN(FOID) 0 0.0039 21.71

∆Ptie1–3
(Figure 5d)

I 0.0002 0.0062 42.23
PI 0 0.0058 34.88

PIDN 0 0.0044 34.24
FOPID 0.0011 0.0041 37.02

PDN(FOID) 0 0.0039 21.04

6.2. Nomination of Performance Index

The excellent outcome of the performance index (Pi) among the integral squared error
(PiISE), integral time squared error (PiITSE), integral absolute error (PiIAE), and integral time
absolute error (PiITAE) are procured by assisting system-1 with each of the Pi on individual
terms using the PDN(FOID) controller. The premium standards of PDN(FOID) controller
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gains and related parameters are attained using the SHO algorithm. The expressions for
PiITSE, PiIAE, and PiITAE are given by (32)–(34), respectively, and for PiISE, it is given by (5)

PiITSE =
∫ T

0

{
(∆ f1)

2 + (∆ f2)
2 + (∆ f3)

2 +
(
∆Ptie1−2

)2
+
(
∆Ptie2−3

)2
+
(
∆Ptie1−3

)2
}

t dt (32)

PiIAE =
∫ T

0

{
|∆ f1 |+ |∆ f2|+ |∆ f3|+

∣∣∆Ptie1−2

∣∣+ ∣∣∆Ptie2−3

∣∣+ ∣∣∆Ptie1−3

∣∣} dt (33)

PiITAE =
∫ T

0

{
|∆ f1 |+ |∆ f2|+ |∆ f3|+

∣∣∆Ptie1−2

∣∣+ ∣∣∆Ptie2−3

∣∣+ ∣∣∆Ptie1−3

∣∣}t dt (34)

With the help of illustrious values accomplished for PDN(FOID) controller’s gains and
correlated parameters in each case, the dynamic responses are contrasted in Figure 6a–c, and
the corresponding Pk_O, Pk_U, and S_Time values are marked down in Table 3. A critical
view of the responses says that responses considering PiISE as Pi have a better performance
compared to others with respect to lessened Pk_O, Pk_U, S_Time, and oscillations. Thus,
it is revealed that the SHO-optimized PDN(FOID) controller using ISE as a performance
index outperforms other Pi in terms of lessened Pk_O (∆f 1 = 0.0007 Hz, ∆f 2 = 0 Hz, and
∆Ptie1–2 = 0 Hz), Pk_U (∆f 1 = 0.0112 Hz, ∆f 2 = 0.0038 Hz, and ∆Ptie1–2 = 0.0039 Hz), and
S_Time (∆f 1 = 25.81 s, ∆f 2 = 35.31 s, and ∆Ptie1–2 = 21.71 s). Further, the values of Pi are
PiISE = 0.00021, PiITSE = 0.00084, PiIAE = 0.1053, and PiITAE = 0.7233, which reveals the better
performance of the system with PiISE. The convergence characteristics for system-1 using
different Pi’s is reflected in Figure 6d. It is observed that convergence characteristics using
ISE as Pi converge faster in fewer iterations than other Pi’s.
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Table 3. Peak anomaly and duration of settling for outcomes in Figure 6a–c in the case of scheme-1
employing SHO-optimized PDN(FOID) controller for diverse performance indices.

Responses Name of
Performance Indices Pk_O Pk_U S_Time

(in Seconds)

∆f 1 (Figure 6a)

IAE 0.0021 0.0142 29.57
ITAE 0.0027 0.0145 27.16
ITSE 0.0019 0.0146 26.65
ISE 0.0007 0.0112 25.81

∆f 2 (Figure 6b)

IAE 0.0019 0.0144 36.37
ITAE 0.0028 0.0147 37.72
ITSE 0.0020 0.0146 36.01
ISE 0 0.0038 35.31

∆Ptie1–2
(Figure 6c)

IAE 0.0013 0.0045 44.73
ITAE 0.0013 0.0046 42.74
ITSE 0.0001 0.0047 50.24
ISE 0 0.0039 21.71

6.3. Nomination of Algorithm

For the nomination of the algorithm, system-1 is provided with different algorithms,
separately, using PDN(FOID) controllers. The algorithms used here are the firefly algorithm
(FA), cuckoo search algorithm (CS) [46], particle swarm optimization (PSO) [47], whale
optimization algorithm (WOA), and SHO. The tuned values for FA are β0 = 0.3, α = 0.5,
γ = 0.4, count of fireflies = 50, and maximum number of generations = 100. For CS, nests
count = 50, rate of discovery = 0.5, exponent of levy = 1.5, maximum generation = 100, and
count of dimensions = 10. For PSO, the tuned parameters values are w = 1, wdamp = 0.99,
c1 = 1.4, c2 = 1.98, population size = 50, and maximum generation number = 100. For WOA,
figure of hunt agents = 50, and number of repetitions = 100. For each of the algorithms,
the best values for the PDN(FOID) controller are obtained. The values are not provided
here. With these values, the responses of different algorithms are contrasted in Figure 7a–c.
The corresponding responses of Pk_O, Pk_U, and S_Time values are given in Table 4. In
Table 4, it can be seen that Pk_O, Pk_U, and S_Time values obtained by the SHO-optimized
PDN(FOID) controller are much better compared to other algorithms. Thus, it is revealed
that the SHO-optimized PDN(FOID) controller outperforms other algorithms in terms of
lessened Pk_O (∆f 1 = 0.0007 Hz, ∆f 3 = 0 Hz, and ∆Ptie1–3 = 0 Hz), Pk_U (∆f 1 = 0.0112 Hz,
∆f 3 = 0.0052 Hz, and ∆Ptie1-3 = 0.0039 Hz), and S_Time (∆f 1 = 25.81 s, ∆f 3 = 23.53 s, and
∆Ptie1–3 = 21.04 s). Further, the supremacy is judged by the convergence curve provided
in Figure 7d, where it is observed that the response with the SHO-optimized PDN(FOID)
controller converges faster and has the least value of PiISE. Therefore, further analyses are
carried out using the SHO algorithm.

Table 4. Peak aberration and duration of settling for outcomes in Figure 7a–c, in the case of system-1
using FA/CS/PSO/WOA/SHO-optimized PDN(FOID) controller on an individual basis.

Responses Name of
Algorithms Pk_O Pk_U S_Time (in

Seconds)

∆f 1 (Figure 7a)

FA 0.0026 0.01201 32.95
CS 0.0029 0.0113 33.79

PSO 0.0018 0.0013 33.04
WOA 0.0021 0.0118 29.19
SHO 0.0007 0.0112 25.81

∆f 3 (Figure 7b)

FA 0.0011 0.0053 36.03
CS 0.0013 0.0053 30.06

PSO 0.0008 0.0053 38.04
WOA 0.0009 0.0055 26.84
SHO 0 0.0052 23.53
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Table 4. Cont.

Responses Name of
Algorithms Pk_O Pk_U S_Time (in

Seconds)

∆Ptie1–3
(Figure 7c)

FA 0.0012 0.0041 33.76
CS 0.0010 0.0041 36.09

PSO 0.0011 0.0040 37.15
WOA 0.0006 0.0041 30.23
SHO 0 0.0039 21.04
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6.4. Evaluation of Influence of the Wave Power Plant on Dynamics of System

In the preceding Section 6.1, it is perceived that the SHO-optimized PDN(FOID) is
equipped with admirable pursuance for scheme-1. Now, scheme-1 is integrated with an
additional RWS, namely, a wave power plant (WavePPt) in area-1, observed as scheme-2.
Forthwith, scheme-2 is integrated with PDN(FOID) as the subservient controller, and the
interrelated finest measure of gains in addition to related parameters is accomplished by
employing the SHO. The premium values are furnished in Table 5. The assessment is
performed for a step change in the WavePPt. With the finest values attained, the evaluation
is accomplished for the impact of the WavePPt on the dynamic system by contrasting
responses for the system with and without the WavePPt, as in Figure 8. In the outcomes
in Figure 8, the vast decline in the values of Pk_U and S_Time is evidently noticeable.
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Even Pk_O shows slightly lessened values. With the WavePPt, the values of ∆f 2 have
shown improvement in Pk_U and S_Time from 0.0038 to 0.00186 Hz (Pk_U) and 35.31 to
30.12 s (in comparison to the system without WavePPt), respectively. Similarly, for ∆f 3,
the improvement is 0.0052 to 0.00287 Hz (Pk_U) and 23.53 to 21.96 s; for ∆Ptie1–3, the
improvement is 0.0039 to 0.00197 Hz and 21.04 to 20.22 s; and for ∆Ptie2–3, the improvement
is 0.00077 to 0.000381 Hz (Pk_O), 0.00052 to 0.00027 Hz (Pk_U), and 24.65 to 20.09 s. Thus,
the presence of the WavePPt improved the dynamics of the scheme.

Table 5. Finest values of gains and related parameters of PDN(FOID) controllers for scheme-2.

Name of
Controller

Corresponding Gains and
Correlated Parameters Area-1 Area-2 Area-3

PDN(FOID)

KPi * 0.9898 0.9687 0.9603
KDi * 0.9785 0.4252 0.9232
Ni * 72.24 56.07 78.85

KFIi * 0.5725 0.5575 0.8418
λi * 1.0484 0.3997 1.0965

KFDi * 0.9632 0.3326 0.6901
µi * 0.5911 0.7509 0.8949

* Signify optimum values.
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6.5. Evaluation of Influence of PV on Scheme Dynamics

From the previous analysis in Section 6.1, it can be concluded that the SHO-optimized
PDN(FOID) provides with the best performance for system-1 over the I/PI/PIDN/FOPID
controllers. Now, system-1 is involved with another RWS, namely, a photovoltaic (PV)
unit in area-3, viewed as scheme-3. Then, scheme-3 is included with PDN(FOID) as the
subordinate controller in all areas and its finest values of gains and the related parameters
are accomplished via the SHO. The finest values are shown in Table 6. Employing the finest
values, the evaluation is accomplished for the impact of the PV on a dynamic system by
contrasting responses for the system with and without the PV unit, as in Figure 9. In the
outcomes in Figure 9, the massive diminution in the values of Pk_O, Pk_U, and S_Time
is undoubtedly noticeable. With PV, the values of ∆f 1 have shown improvement in Pk_O,
Pk_U, and S_Time from 0.0007 to 0 Hz (Pk_O), 0.0112 to 0.00109 Hz (Pk_U), and 25.81 to
20.11 s (in comparison to the system without PV). Similarly, for ∆f 2, the improvement is
0.0038 to 0.00278 Hz (Pk_U) and 35.31 to 33.09 s; for ∆f 3, the improvement is 0.0052 to
0.00298 Hz and 23.53 to 22.54 s; and for ∆Ptie2–3, the improvement is 0.00077 to 0.00011 Hz
(Pk_O), 0.00052 to 0.000181 Hz (Pk_U), and 24.65 to 20.01 s. Thus, the presence of PV has
improved the dynamics of the system.
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(d) Anomaly of Tie-line power interlinking area-2 and area-3.
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Table 6. Finest values of gains and related parameters of PDN(FOID) controllers for scheme-3.

Name of
Controller

Corresponding Gains and
Correlated Parameters Area-1 Area-2 Area-3

PDN(FOID)

KPi * 0.9898 0.6324 0.7416
KDi * 0.7992 0.4900 0.4163
Ni * 44.42 65.94 44.87

KFIi * 0.7752 0.4882 0.6698
λi * 1.0305 0.6213 0.5595

KFDi * 0.8085 0.8341 0.7768
µi * 0.6545 0.6640 0.7541

* Signify optimum values.

6.6. Assessment of Impact of Both WavePPt and PV on Scheme Dynamics

In the above Sections 6.4 and 6.5, it is observed that RWSs WavePPt and PV, respec-
tively, have a noteworthy impact on the dynamics of the system when assessed individually.
Now, system-1 is incorporated with both WavePPt and PV. WavePPt is associated with
area-1 and PV in area-3. Thus, this system with both WavePP and PV is considered as
system-4. In this case, the SHO-optimized PDN(FOID) controller is also used to analyze
the impact of both WavePPt and PV together on the dynamics of the system. The premium
standards of gains and related parameters of the PDN(FOID) controller are in Table 7. The
dynamic responses for the system with and without both WavePPt and PV are contrasted
in Figure 10. Critical assessment in Figure 10 reveals the better performance of the sys-
tem with both WavePPt and PV with regard to the lessened values of Pk_O, Pk_U, and
S_Time. With both WavePPt and PV, the values of ∆f 1 showed improvement in Pk_O,
Pk_U, and S_Time from 0.0007 to 0.00001 Hz, 0.0112 to 0.0063 Hz, and 25.81 to 22.65 s (in
comparison to the system without WavePPt and PV). Similarly, for ∆f 2, the improvement is
0.0038 to 0.00125 Hz (Pk_U) and 35.31 to 27.98 s; for ∆Ptie1–2, the improvement is 0.0039 to
0.00178 Hz and 21.71 to 19.81 s; and for ∆Ptie1–3, the improvement is 0.0039 to 0.00161 Hz
and 21.04 to 20.01 s. Thus, the presence of both WavePPt and PV has a noteworthy impact
on the system’s performance, so further analysis is carried out for both WavePPt and PV.

Table 7. Best values of gains and related parameters of PDN(FOID) controllers for scheme-4 (thermal–
bio-diesel–GPP-Ss (GT) system including both WavePPt, PV).

Name of
Controller

Corresponding Gains and
Correlated Parameters Area-1 Area-2 Area-3

PDN(FOID)

KPi * 0.9899 0.8510 0.6775
KDi * 0.5957 0.4620 0.4404
Ni * 39.08 50.13 42.96

KFIi * 0.4607 0.8522 0.5740
λi * 1.0916 0.9588 0.7276

KFDi * 0.9379 0.8374 0.9869
µi * 0.9947 0.7315 0.7899

* Signify optimum values.

6.7. Evaluation of the Influence of CES through/without Duple Compensation on Scheme Changing
Aspects

In order to stabilize the system energy storing device, CES is incorporated into the
system. Initially, CES without duple compensation is integrated into system-4 in all areas.
Hence, this is system-5. The best-obtained controller PDN(FOID) from previous sections is
used here to assess the impact of the energy-storing device. In this case, the best values of
gains and parameters PDN(FOID) obtained using SHO are marked down in Table 8. Next,
system-4 is integrated with CES with duple compensation in all areas. This is considered as
system-6. The gains and related parameters of the PDN(FOID) controller for the scheme
through CES involving duple compensation are provided in Table 9. With the values
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obtained in Tables 8 and 9, the dynamic responses are plotted and contrasted against the
system response without having any forms of CES. This contrast is reflected in Figure 11. In
Figure 11, it is observed that any form of CES has a better impact. However, if the responses
for the system with/without CES with duple compensation are viewed, then they articulate
the better performance of the system in existence with CES with duple compensation in
terms of diminished Pk_U and S_Time. With CES, the values of ∆f 2 showed improvement
in Pk_U and S_Time from 0.00125 to 0.0008 Hz and 27.98 to 21.82 s (in comparison to
the system without energy storage). Similarly, for ∆f 3, the improvement is 0.00125 to
0.00078 Hz and 19.51 to 18.65 s; for ∆Ptie1–2, the improvement is 0.00178 to 0.00145 Hz
and 19.81 to 17.55 s; for ∆Ptie1–3, the improvement is 0.00161 to 0.00143 Hz and 20.01 to
18.65 s. Next, with CES with duple compensation, the values of ∆f 2 showed improvement
in Pk_U and S_Time from 0.0008 to 0.0006 Hz and 21.82 to 13.65 s (in comparison to the
system with CES). Similarly, for ∆f 3, the improvement is 0.00078 to 0.00075 Hz and 18.65
to 13.75 s; for ∆Ptie1–2, the improvement is 0.00145 to 0.00123 Hz and 18.65 to 16.61 s; for
∆Ptie1-3, the improvement is 0.00143 to 0.00132 Hz and 18.65 to 16.58 s. So, CES with duple
compensation will serve better in damping out oscillations and stabilizing the system when
there are any fluctuations in demand.
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Table 8. Finest values of gains and related parameters of PDN(FOID) controllers for scheme-5 (thermal–
bio-diesel–GPP-Ss (GT) system including WavePPt, PV, and CES without duple compensation).

Name of
Controller

Corresponding Gains and
Correlated Parameters Area-1 Area-2 Area-3

PDN(FOID)

KPi * 0.9897 0.9769 0.2093
KDi * 0.6681 0.5151 0.8276
Ni * 74.90 63.37 93.11

KFIi * 0.5953 0.9368 0.5812
λi * 1.0814 1.2086 0.9863

KFDi * 0.8434 0.9893 0.7160
µi * 0.5678 0.0027 0.6173

* Signify optimum values.
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Figure 11. Valuation of influence of CES with/without duple compensation on scheme dynamics
employing SHO-optimized PDN(FOID) controller taking into account 1% step load disturbances for
system-5 and system-6 individually contrast time: (a) Anomaly of frequency in area-2, (b) Anomaly
of frequency in area-3, (c) Anomaly of Tie-line power interlinking area-1 and area-2, (d) Anomaly of
Tie-line power interlinking area-1 and area-3.
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Table 9. Finest values of gains and related parameters of PDN(FOID) controllers for scheme-6
(thermal–bio-diesel–GPP-Ss (GT) system including WavePPt, PV, and CES with duple compensation)
(* Signify optimum values).

Name of
Controller

Corresponding Gains and
Correlated Parameters Area-1 Area-2 Area-3

PDN(FOID)

KPi * 0.9899 0.9288 0.1632
KDi * 0.9785 0.4533 0.4110
Ni * 44.19 54.55 43.39

KFIi * 0.8900 0.9529 0.4464
λi * 1.0914 0.0095 0.1938

KFDi * 0.9632 0.9630 0.7367
µi * 0.7989 0.7919 0.8705

6.8. Sensitivity Determination When Subjected to Random Disturbance

The exploration of sensitivity is executed to perceive the heftiness of SHO-augmented
PDN(FOID) controller gains traced at the basic event to comprehensive variance in the
structure state of the thermal–bio-diesel–WavePPt in area-1, thermal–GPP in area-2, and
thermal–Ss (GT)–PV in area-3 schemes along with CES with duple compensation. Here, the
inspected scheme is stated with a random pattern of disturbance from a basic 1% step load
disturbance. The augmented gains of the PDN(FOID) controller reflected in Table 10 are
attained by retaining the SHO. The dynamic outcomes for the finest values analogous to
the foundation and diverse outcomes are distinguished in Figure 12. In Figure 12a–d, it is
indicated that all responses obtained with optimized values for the proposed controller
(from Table 9) are stable for random load disturbance. Evaluation affirms that the outcomes
are moderately identical, which claims that there are no circumstances for the added
retuning of the finest values for modification.
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of frequency in area-3, (c) Anomaly of Tie-line power interlinking area-1 and area-2, (d) Anomaly of
Tie-line power interlinking area-1 and area-3.

Table 10. Finest values of gains and correlated parameters of PDN(FOID) controllers for scheme-6
when conditional to a random pattern of disturbance.

Name of
Controller

Corresponding Gains and
Correlated Parameters Area-1 Area-2 Area-3

PDN(FOID)

KPi * 0.8095 0.8965 0.2588
KDi * 0.8921 0.5145 0.5147
Ni * 48.36 62.36 51.36

KFIi * 0.8478 0.9147 0.5147
λi * 1.0549 0.0089 0.2147

KFDi * 0.8956 0.8899 0.8144
µi * 0.6897 0.7514 0.8566

* Signify optimum values.

7. Conclusions

An innovative endeavor was placed to put into effect a two-stage controller through the
amalgamation of a proportional-derivative with filter (PDN) (InO) and integral-derivative
(FOID) (FrO) in AGC. A lately established biologically influenced meta-heuristic algo-
rithm articulated as the spotted hyena optimizer (SHO) was proficiently employed for
attaining gains and additional related parameters of diverse controllers. The superiority of
PDN(FOID) was realized over additional classical controllers for the thermal–bio-diesel–
geothermal power plant (GPP)–split-shaft gas turbine (Ss (GT)) system. The assessment
shows that when the basic system was incorporated with either the wave power plant
(WavePPt) or photovoltaic (PV) unit, the system responses improved in terms of less-
ened peak_overshoot, peak_undershoot, and settling_time using the PDN(FOID) controller.
Much better responses were obtained when the system was involved with both the WavePPt
and PV. Analysis also revealed the better performance of capacitive energy storage (CES)
with duple compensation over the system with CES without duple compensation and sys-
tems without any form of CES. The robustness of the PDN(FOID) controller was undertaken
by examining the system (having WavePPt, PV, and CES with duple compensation) when
subjected to a random load of disturbance. It demonstrated that the finest values attained,
considering PDN(FOID) gains and additional related constraints, were satisfactory and
sufficient, and there were not, by any means, alterations under random load.
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Nomenclature

f Balance point valuation of frequency measured in Hertz (Hz).
* Best aggregate suggested by exponent.
k Count of areas suggested.
Bk Portion of frequency bias of areas engaged.
Tkj Portion of synchronization.
T Total moment of simulation measured in seconds.
∆fk Modification of frequency of areas engaged.
∆PDk Degree of load modification of areas engaged.
Hk Degree of inertia constant of areas engaged.
Dk Degree of load modification of areas engaged (p.u. MW)/Modification of

frequency of areas engaged (Hz).
Rk Factor related to governor’s speed regulation of area suggested.
βk Attributions of frequency outcome of area suggested.
Kpk Gain constant of power system representation.
Tpk Time constant of power system prototypes.
Prk Considerable rated power of area suggested.
akj Considerable rated power of area-k/Considerable rated power of area-j
pf Area contribution factor.
Tg, Tt, Tr Time constants of thermal generating parts in seconds (s).
Kr Reheater’s gain.

Appendix A

1. Basic Power System: f = 60 Hz; Primary loading = 50%, Kpm = 120 Hz/p.u. MW,
Tpm = 20 s, Tm = 0.086 s, Hm = 5 s; Dm = 0.00833 p.u. MW/Hz; βm = 0.425 p.u.
MW/Hz; Rm = 2.4 Hz/p.u MW

2. Thermal: Trm = 10 s, Krm = 5, Ttm = 0.3 s, Tgm = 0.08 s;
3. Bio-diesel: Kvr = 1, Tvr = 0.05 s, Kce = 1, Tce = 0.5 s;
4. Ss(GT): Lmax = 1, T3 = 3 s, T1 = T2 = 1.5 s, KT = 1, FOVmax = 1, FOVmin = −0.02,

Dtur = 0 p.u;
5. CES: KCES = 0.3, TCES = 0.0352 s;
6. CES with duple compensation: KCES (duple compensation) = 0.3, TCES (duple

compensation) = 0.046 s, T1 = 0.280, T2 = 0.025, T3 = 0.0411, T4 = 0.39;
7. PV: A = 900, B = −18, C = 100, D = 50.
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